
The Gods of Wealth
Open Their Jackpot Pots!

GAME FEATURES

I Game Jackpot
I 243 Win Lines
I Gold symbols are 
  increased by Levels 
I Free Spins
I RTP: 96
I Volatility: Medium

Asia’s symbols of wealth, luck, and prosperity join forces in 
Dragon Riches, Tom Horn’s first-ever game to include a four 
level progressive jackpot, requiring players’ contribution 
to the Jackpot pool. This game will shower players with an 
abundance of high paying symbols, four jackpot levels, and 
even the classic gamble feature to double their money. The 
game also features 243 paylines, giving players even more 
opportunities to win big.
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I Lucky Dragon

When one or more Lucky Dragon symbols appear, 
the player may get lucky to be awarded an 
available Jackpot. 

I Pick up Bonus Jackpot Game

When one or more Lucky Dragon symbols appear, 
the player will be forwarded to the Pick up Bonus 
Jackpot screen.  Here, when the player reveals 
three identical symbols, he will win according 
to Gold symbols played. In the PickUp Jackpot 
Game player can reveal Cash Win or Progressive 
Jackpot Win. In the PickUp Jackpot Game there are 
12 items to select from.

I Gold Symbols 

1 - 5 gold Symbols
Play more Gold symbols for better reward. 
The number of gold symbols played determines 
eligibility for Jackpot wins.

I MINI- MINOR- MAJOR- GRAND

3% from each bet is going to Jackpot following: 
25% is equally distributed to each level
MINI, MINOR, MAJOR, GRAND respectively

I Cash Win

Cash Win appears in Jackpot 
mode, when the player plays 
less than 5 Gold Symbols, 
it equals five times the bet. 
Cash Win is not available in 
the level 5.

I Free Spins

When receiving 3 Scatter symbols, the player will 
be redirected to non-retriggerable Free Spins.

25% Minor

25% Mini

25% Grand

25% Major
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